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The equations of motion for the standard model effective field theory (SMEFT) differ from those in the
standard model. Corrections due to local contact operators modify the equations of motion and impact
matching results at sub-leading order in the operator expansion. As a consequence, a matching coefficient
in LðnÞ (for operators of dimension n) can be dependent on the basis choice for Lðm<nÞ. We report the
SMEFT equations of motion with corrections due to Lð5;6Þ. We demonstrate the effect of these corrections
when matching to sub-leading order by considering the interpretation of recently reported B → KðÞlþl−
lepton universality anomalies in the SMEFT.
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I. INTRODUCTION
When physics beyond the standard model (SM) is




¼ v¯T , the SM can be
extended into an effective field theory (EFT). Such an EFT
can be constructed with two further defining assumptions:
no light hidden states in the spectrum with couplings to the
SM; and a SUð2ÞL scalar doublet with hypercharge yh ¼
1=2 being present in the EFT. The resulting standard model
effective field theory (SMEFT) extends the SM with higher
dimensional operators QðdÞi of mass dimension d:






QðdÞi for d > 4: ð1Þ
The operators QðdÞi are suppressed by d − 4 powers of the
cutoff scale Λ and the CðdÞi are the Wilson coefficients. We
use the nonredundant Lð6Þ Warsaw basis [1], which
removed some redundancies (see also [2]) in the over-
complete basis of Ref. [3].
The exact size of the SMEFT expansion parameters:
v¯2T=Λ2 < 1, p2=Λ2 < 1 (p2 stands for a general dimension
two kinematic Lorentz invariant, v¯2T is the modified Higgs
potential1), are unknown and modified by the CðdÞi . As a
result when deviations from the SM are interpreted in the
SMEFT formalism, subleading results and loop corrections
are sometimes of interest in interpreting a experimental
result.
To perform a matching to a nonredundant operator basis
for LðdÞ, it is usually required to know the equations of
motion (EOM), including possible SMEFT corrections due
to Lðn<dÞ. In this paper, we report the EOM for the SMEFT
including corrections due to Lð5;6Þ and demonstrate the
utility of these results in some examples.
A partial discussion concerning corrections of this form
has recently appeared in literature in Refs. [5,6].
Reference [5] discusses EOM corrections to matching
results of the seesaw model to subleading order, while
Ref. [6] discusses the importance of these corrections to
matching between the SMEFT and the low-energy EFT
where some standard model particles are integrated out.
II. NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS






















− ½H†jd¯Ydqjþ H˜†ju¯YuqjþH†je¯YeljþH:c:; ð2Þ
where ψ ¼ fq;l; u; d; eg are four component Dirac spinors
that transform as f2; 2; 1; 1; 1g under SUð2ÞL. The fermion
fields q and l are left-handed fields and transform as (1=2,
0) under the restricted Lorentz group SOþð3; 1Þ. The u, d
and e are right-handed fields and transform as (0, 1=2). The
1In the SMEFT, the Higgs scalar doublet potential is modified
by the inclusion of the operator QH ¼ ðH†HÞ3 yielding a new
minimum hH†Hi ¼ v2
2
ð1þ 3CHv2
4λ Þ ¼ 12 v2T , see Ref. [4].
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chiral projectors have the convention ψL=R ¼ PL=Rψ where
PR=L ¼ ð1 γ5Þ=2. The gauge covariant derivative is
defined with a positive sign convention Dμ ¼ ∂μþ
ig3TAAAμ þ ig2tIWIμ þ ig1yiBμ. yi is the UYð1Þ hyper-
charge generator. The SUcð3Þ generators (TA) are defined
with normalization TrðTATBÞ ¼ 2δAB and finally tI ¼ τI=2
are the SULð2Þ generators, with τI the Pauli matrices. H˜j ¼
ϵjkH⋆k where the SULð2Þ invariant tensor ϵjk is defined by
ϵ12 ¼ 1 and ϵjk ¼ −ϵkj. At times we raise or lower this
index in notation for clarity on index sums. The flavor
indices are suppressed in Eq. (2), the fermion mass matrices





⊂ C3×3 in flavor space. Our conventions are consistent with
the SMEFT review [10] and further notational conventions
are defined in the Appendix.
The leading correction to the SM violates Lepton
number due to its operator dimension [11,12]. We use
for Lð5Þ the non-Hermitian operator [13,14]
Qð5Þmn ¼ ðlc;mH˜⋆ÞðH˜†lnÞ; ð3Þ
with spinor conventions defined as follows. The c super-
script corresponds to a charge conjugated Dirac four-
component spinor ψc ¼ Cψ¯T with C ¼ −iγ2γ0 in the chiral
basis for the γi we use. The star superscript is reserved for
complex conjugation operation that is applied to bosonic
quantities. As chiral projection and c do not commute we
fix notation that lc denotes a doublet lepton field chirally
projected and subsequently charge conjugated.
III. FORMALISM FOR EOM TO
SUBLEADING ORDER
The SMEFT Lagrangian is composed of a series of d
dimensional operators in LðdÞ. Counting the independent
operators in a non-redundant operator basis for LðdÞ can be
performed efficiently using the results of Refs. [15–18].
Reducing a basis to a nonredundant form using the EOM
is related to the possibility to perform gauge independent
field redefinitions that satisfy the equivalence theorem of S-
matrix elements [19–22]. The full set of all possible
SUð3Þc × SUð2ÞL × Uð1ÞY preserving small field redefini-
tions on the SM fields, collectively denoted F , up to order
d, can be denoted









with O, F 0 both transforming as F under SUð3Þc ×
SUð2ÞL × Uð1ÞY and subject to dim½F  ¼ dim½Oi−
dim½Λi. Redefining the field variables with a specific
sequence of the full set of F transformations, a non-
redundant basis can be defined by choosing ci to cancel
the largest set of operators possible in an overcomplete
basis.2 For a more thorough discussion on field redefini-
tions and the removal of redundant operators, see Ref. [10].
Consistency conditions result from this procedure. Some
of these conditions are the EOM relations between oper-
ators of different bases. Another consequence is that the
higher dimensional operators play a role in the renormal-
ization group evolution of the Lagrangian parameters of
dimension d ≤ 4. For the Warsaw basis, the RG running
results of this form were reported in Ref. [23].
In this paper we address another set of consistency
conditions, the modifications of the EOM in a particular
operator basis. Once LSMEFT is defined up to dimension (n),
when considering matching up to this canonical dimension,
the higher dimensional operators themselves correct the
SM EOM due to operators of dimension m < n. This
results in matching results at dimension (n) having a subtle
dependence on basis choice at order m < n. This effect
comes about as the field variables themsleves are redefined
in the EFT when defining a nonredundant operator basis.
The EOM for the SMEFT, as in the SM, are defined by
the condition that the variation of the action with respect to
the fields vanishes (δS ¼ 0), where
S ¼
Z



















vanishes. The surface term vanishes up to an accuracy
dictated by the power counting of the SMEFT to order (d),
as this is the accuracy to which the field variables are
defined. The surface term and variation are defined by a
partial derivative. At low orders in the operator dimension
expansion of LSMEFT the EOM terms are simplified into a
form with covariant derivatives in the adjoint and funda-
mental representations due to renormalizability. This sim-
plification is present in the SM EOM, but is not present
in the SMEFT EOM corrections in some cases, as
shown below.
IV. SMEFT EOM
We use the Hermitian derivative conventions and inte-
gration by parts identity
2At Lð5Þ onlyQð5Þmn (and its Hermitian conjugate) are present. It
is interesting to note that, equivalently, for dim½Λi ¼ 1, no
factorization of Oi is possible into a field variable transforming
as F while Oi=F is composed of dynamical (SMEFT symmetry
preserving) fields.




μH ¼ iH†ðDμHÞ − iðDμHÞ†H; ð8Þ
H†iD
↔I
μH ¼ iH†τIðDμHÞ − iðDμHÞ†τIH; ð9Þ
QH□ þ 4QHD ¼ðH†iD
↔μ
HÞðH†iD↔μHÞ: ð10Þ


























Corrections to the SM EOM gauge fields are


















Δð6Þ here contains the full set of corrections to each field’s
EOM, due to the complete Warsaw basis of Lð6Þ operators.
These corrections are reported in the Appendix.
The covariant derivatives for an operatorQ in the adjoint
representations of SU(2) and SU(3) are
½Dμ;QI ¼ ∂μQI − g2ϵJKIWμJQK; ð15Þ
½Dμ;QA ¼ ∂μQA − g3fBCAAμBQC: ð16Þ
Corrections to the SM EOM for the fermions are of the
form (color indices are suppressed)






























The modifications of the Higgs EOM in the SMEFT are
D2Hj ¼ λv2Hj − 2λðH†HÞHj − q¯nk ½Yu⋆mnumϵkj;






The corrections for Lð5Þ using Eqn. (3) are
Δj;ð5Þl;m ¼ −2Cð5Þ⋆nm H˜jðH˜TlcnÞ; ð19Þ
Δj;ð5ÞH ¼ −Cð5Þ⋆nm ϵjk½lmk ðH˜TlcnÞ þ ðlm H˜Þlc;kn  ð20Þ
V. MATCHING EXAMPLES
As an illustrative set of examples of matching using the
SMEFT EOM, we consider the interpretation of anomalous
measurements of B → KðÞlþl− lepton universality ratios
for lm¼f1;2g ¼ fe; μg [24,25] which have shown some
minor tension with the SM predictions. Such anomalies






The operators and anomalies of interest can come about
by matching at tree level to Lð6Þ the effect of fields denoted
as fζ; β;W;U2; χg (using the notation of Ref. [26]),
for example. These fields have the fSUð3Þ; SUð2ÞgUYð1Þ
3These anomalies could also be statistical fluctuations, as
indicated by their global (in)significance. Here our interest in
these anomalies only extends to an illustrative example of EOM
SMEFT effects.
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representations, with the spin of each field given as a
superscript
fð3; 3Þ0−1=3; ð1; 1Þ10; ð1; 3Þ10; ð3; 1Þ1=22=3; ð3; 3Þ1=22=3g: ð23Þ
The field ζ leads to the baryon number violating operator
Qqqq, indicating a very small matching coefficient. In
addition, the operators Qð1;3Þqq , Q
ð1;3Þ
lq are also induced in
a tree level matching. Since ζ is a scalar field, the low-
momentum expansion of a scalar propagator introduces a
dependence on the momentum p flowing through the scalar
propagator at subleading order—i.e., p2=m4ζ , which can be
reduced using EOM. The first irreducible corrections
appear only at Lð10Þ.
The heavy vector fields fβ;Wg are more interesting
when considering EOM corrections in Lð8ÞSMEFT. Consider
the singlet field β, with a bare mass introduced via the
Stueckelberg mechanism [27], as encoded in a Proca
Lagrangian. The β field is coupled to the SM through
Lβint ¼ −gRHβ βμH†iD
↔






Here gRHβ and g
IH
β are real and imaginary components of the
coupling of the β field to the non-Hermitian scalar current
H†iDμH. Integrating out β gives the Lð6Þ Wilson coef-
ficients
Cð1ÞðHψ1mp Þ




directly, here ψ1 ≠ ψ2, in the case of ψ1 ¼ ψ2, a further
factor of two is present in Cψ1ψ2 . When using the Warsaw
basis to define the matching toLð6Þ, products of currents are
reduced with the EOM and integration by parts. The latter








CHD ¼ −2ðgRHβ Þ2: ð26Þ
These matching results have been verified against
the comprehensive tree-level matching dictionary given
in Ref. [26].
In addition, the following products of currents are also


















This generates the Wilson coefficients
CðeHprÞ ¼−igIHβ ð½Ye⋆rpgRHβ − ½Ye⋆rmg
pm
β;lþ½Ye⋆mpgmrβ;eÞ;
CðdHprÞ ¼−igIHβ ð½Yd⋆rpgRHβ − ½Yd⋆rmg
pm
β;q þ½Yd⋆mpgmrβ;dÞ;
CðuHprÞ ¼−igIHβ ð½Yu⋆rpgRHβ − ½Yu⋆rmg
pm
βq þ½Yu⋆mpgmrβu Þ; ð28Þ
and their Hermitian conjugates. EOM corrections due
to Lð6Þ are introduced into the matching due to this
procedure. In general a very large number of Lð8Þ matching
corrections are introduced in the SMEFT, as can be directly
verified.
These matching contributions are non-intuitive (for the
authors). They correspond to the effect of redefining the
field variables to fix the operator basis at Oð1=Λ2Þ in
conjunction to tree level matching, as illustrated in Fig. 1. It
is interesting to note that for this reason, the standard naive
example of expanding a massive vector propagator in
p2=m2 to obtain a series of local contact operators to
introduce the idea of EFT, is quite an incomplete descrip-
tion of the physics defining the SMEFT at subleading
order.4
Restricting our attention to the corrections due to the






















FIG. 1. The black box indicates the small momentum expansion of the propagator β in terms of local operators. The EOM matching
correction of a singlet field ð1; 1Þ0 is then indicated as a filled circle on the field.
4Of course, other effects at subleading order also exist,
including the expansion of the matrix elements in the power
counting.
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Definition of Jψpr;μ is given by (A1) in the Appendix. The
scaling of these matching contributions with couplings
to β is also nonintuitive. A directly constructed Feynman
diagram with this coupling scaling involves two intermedi-
ate β fields and an internal propagator of the light
states retained in the SMEFT, as shown in Fig. 2. The
light intermediate state propagator leads to the lack of a
local operator in the low momentum limit defining the
SMEFT. Corrections with this coupling dependence are
nevertheless still present as local contact operators in the
SMEFT, they come about due to the contributions illus-
trated in Fig. 1.
The presence of an explicit factor of i in Eq. (29)
indicates that the decomposition of the Wilson coefficient
of the operator into real and imaginary components leads to
the cancellation of some terms symmetric in the flavor
indices. Recall that the flavor indices that are bilinear in the
same field of a self Hermitian operator can be decomposed
into a real symmetric Spr (CP-even) and real anti-sym-
metric Apr (CP-odd) dependence as
Cpr ¼ Spr þ iApr: ð30Þ
The antisymmetric components of the Hermitian operator’s
Wilson coefficient do not cancel in the case considered, but
the symmetric components do cancel. Such cancellations
occur as the derivative terms reduced with the EOM in
defining the Warsaw basis act on bi-linear currents with the
same fermion field. As the B meson anomalies are
associated with flavor diagonal lepton interactions, but
off-diagonal quark flavor indices, the second term in
Eq. (29) survives for case of the β field leading to these
anomalies with a CP-odd phase. This effect comes about
directly when the β field is promoted to a complex singlet
vector field.
The EOM effects at subleading order due to the heavy
field W are similar. The interaction Lagrangian with the
SM fields is then



























This results in corrections to Lð8ÞW due to the field W,
which include the operator in Eqs. (22). The matching is
analogous to the form in Eq. (29) with the operators Qð3Þlq
replacing the operators Qð1Þlq . In addition, the normalization
differs by a factor of 4.
The fermion fields fU2; χg do not lead to an EOM
reduction in Lð6Þ when using the Warsaw basis. As such,
they do not induce nonintuitive corrections through the
EOM of this form. This result is due to the particular
representations that these fermion fields carry and is not
general. For example, integrating out a singlet fermion field
in Ref. [5] leads to subleading corrections at Lð7Þ due to
EOM reductions of Lð6Þ when considering the matching of
the minimal seesaw model to LSMEFT.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have determined the corrections due to
Lð5Þ and Lð6Þ to the SMEFT equations of motion. These
corrections introduce a dependence on the operator basis
defined at dimension Lð6Þ when matching to Lð7Þ, or higher
orders. Incorporating EOM corrections can be essential to
correctly determine matching to sub-leading order in the
SMEFT. We have illustrated these effects in some simple
matching examples using the B meson anomalies as
motivation.
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FIG. 2. Feynman diagram with the scaling of couplings
obtained in the EOM correction. Note the necessary presence
of a light internal intermediate propagating state.
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APPENDIX: Lð6Þ EOM CORRRECTIONS
We use the notation
Jψμpr ¼ ψ¯pγμψ r; Jψ ;I;μpr ¼ ψ¯pγμτIψ r; Jψ ;A;μpr ¼ ψ¯pγμTAψ r; ðA1Þ
Cμνðψ1ψ2Fpr;g Þ
¼ Cðψ1Fpr Þψ2;pσμνGψ1;rH þ H:c:; C˜
μν
ðψ1ψ2Fpr;g Þ
¼ Cðψ1Fpr Þψ2;pσμνGψ1;rH˜ þ H:c:; ðA2Þ
with ðg;GÞ ¼ fð; IÞ; ðI; τIÞ; ðA; TAÞg for more compact expressions. Throughout the paper, we use the following
convention for the subscripts to denote quantum numbers. SUð3Þc indices are fα; β; ρg and the corresponding generator
indices are fA;B; C;D; Eg. The SU(2) indices are represented by fi; j; k; l; og and its generator indices by fI; J; K; R; Sg.
The Lorentz indices are represented by the Greek letters fμ; ν; γ;ϕg and lastly the flavor (fermion family) indices are
denoted by fp; r; s; t; m; ng. The corrections due to Lð6Þ in the “Warsaw” basis for the Higgs EOM are
Δj;ð6ÞH ¼ 3CHðH†HÞ2Hj þ
X
F¼fW;B;Gg




þ ðCðuGprÞq¯p;kσμνTAurϵkj þ C⋆ðdGprÞd¯rσμνT
AqjpÞGμνA þ ðC⋆ðeBprÞe¯rσ






p þ CðuWpr Þq¯p;kσμντIurϵkj þ C⋆ðdWpr Þd¯rσμντIq
j
pÞWIμν þ CðeHprÞHjl¯perH þ C⋆ðeHprÞH
jðe¯rH†lpÞ;
þ C⋆ðeHprÞðH





















j½YdmpðH†d¯mqrÞ þ CðHeprÞHj½YermðH†e¯plmÞ − CðHeprÞHj½Ye⋆pmðl¯mHerÞ;
þ CðHuprÞHj½YurmðH˜†u¯pqmÞ − CðHuprÞHj½Yu⋆pmðq¯mH˜urÞ þ CðHdprÞHj½YdrmðH†d¯pqmÞ − CðHdprÞHj½Yd⋆pmðq¯mHdrÞ;
þ iCð3ÞðHlprÞ½fτI; DμgH
jJl;I;μpr þ iCð3ÞðHlprÞðτIHÞ




jðd¯rγμupÞ þ iC⋆ðHudpr ÞH˜
















rs − Cð eumprsÞγμepJ
uμ
rs − Cð edmprsÞγμepJ
dμ
rs − Cð leprmsÞγμesJ
lμ

















μνH†TAqpGAμν − Cð ddmprsÞγμdpJ
dμ
rs − Cð ddrsmpÞγμdpJ
dμ




































μνH˜†TAqpGAμν − Cð uumprsÞγμupJ
uμ
rs − Cð uursmpÞγμupJ
uμ









































































































































































results in the EOM corrections of the following form
Δð6;=BÞe;m ¼ −ϵαβρ½C⋆ð qquprsoÞϵ
jkðqβr;kqα;cp;jÞuρ;cs þ C⋆ð duuprsmÞðu
β
rdα;cp Þuρ;cs ;








rÞ⋆ect þ C⋆ð qquprmtÞϵ
jkðqα;cp;jqβr;kÞ⋆ect − C⋆ð duupmstÞd
α;c
p ðetuβ;cs Þ;
Δð6;=BÞd;mρ ¼ −ϵρβα½C⋆ð duqmrstÞϵ
jkðqα;cs;jlt;kÞ⋆uβ;cr þ C⋆ð duumrstÞðu
α;c
s etÞ⋆uβ;cr ; ðA10Þ
(here α, β, ρ are SUð3Þc indices) and for the SUð2ÞL doublet fields
Δð6;=BÞ;jq;m;ρ ¼ −ϵαβρðC⋆ð qqupmstÞϵ
jkðetuβ;cs Þqα;cp;k þ C⋆ð qqumrstÞϵ
jkðuβ;cs etÞ⋆qα;cr;k þ ϵjk½C⋆ð duqprmtÞl
k;c




r;k ðqβ;cs;l lt;oÞ⋆ − C⋆ð qqqpmstÞq
α;c
p;kðlt;lqβ;cs;oÞ; ðA11Þ
Δð6;=BÞ;jl;m ¼ −ϵαβρðC⋆ð duqprsmÞϵ
jkðuαrdβ;cp Þqρ;cs;k þ C⋆ð qqqprsmÞϵ
joϵklðqαr;kqβ;cp;oÞqρ;cs;l Þ: ðA12Þ
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∂νðH†HÞBνμ þ 2CHWBg1 ½D













ð∂νCνμðelBpr Þ þ ∂νC˜
νμ
ðuqBpr Þ










































I þ 2ðH†τJHÞϵIJKWνKðCHWBBνμ þ CHW˜BB˜νμÞ;
þ 6CW
g2
ϵIJKð∂γðWμνJ WνγK Þ þ g2ϵRSKWRγνWSνμWγJÞ þ 2CW˜g2 ϵ
IJKð∂γðW˜νγJ WμνK Þ þ g2ϵRSJW˜RνγWSμνWγKÞ;
þ 2CW˜
g2
ϵIJKð∂γðW˜μνJ WγνK Þ þ g2ϵRSJW˜SμνWRνγWγKÞ þ CW˜g2 ϵ




∂νðH†HÞðCHGGAνμ þ CHG˜G˜AνμÞ þ 4g3H









fABCð∂γðGμνB GνγC Þ þ g3fDECGDγνGEνμAγBÞ;
þ 2CG˜
g3
fABCð∂γðG˜νγB GμνC Þ þ g3fDEBG˜DνγGEμνAγCÞ þ 2CG˜g3 f
ABCð∂γðG˜μνB GγνC Þ þ g3fDEBG˜EμνGDνγAγCÞ;
þ CG˜
g3
fABCϵγμρϕð∂γðG˜ρνB GνϕC Þ þ g3fDEBG˜EνγGDρνAϕCÞ: ðA15Þ
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